75CL

PROSECCO3 12%
125ML £6.95
3
SPARKLING ITALIAN ROSÉ 11.5%
MOET & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL1 12%
Slight apple and yeasty nose with long rich
flavours of biscuity, toasty fruits.

Stylish and concentrated with quite a weight
of pinot fruit on the palate.

ITALY Crisp, fresh white wine with touches of ripe pear and apple.

GRAPEFUL DEAD CHARDONNAY2 13.5%

£69.95

175ML

250ML

75CL

£4.95
£5.95

£5.95
£6.95

£16.95
£17.95

£6.25

£6.95

£18.95

OCHRE MOUNTAIN SAUVIGNON BLANC

£6.25

£6.95

£18.95

REN SAUVIGNON BLANC2 12.5%

£7.95

£8.95

£24.95

13%
CHILE Fresh citrus on the nose with clean acidity on the palate.

SOUTH AFRICA Fresh and zesty with ripe gooseberry fruit and crisp finish.

12.5% 		
SOUTH AFRICA Dry & aromatic, bursting with citrus & tropical flavours.
Less acidic then other New World Sauvignon Blanc wines.
1

CLOUD ISLAND CAPE SAUVIGNON BLANC
TERRE DEL BAROLO GAVI

11.5%
ITALY Crisp, dry white wine, light & elegant with a long nutty finish.

HOUSE ROSÉ
CASTILLODE PIEDRA TEMPRANILLO2 12%
SPAIN Off-dry rosé with tempting strawberry fruit flavours.

BAD EYE DEER ZINFANDEL3 10.5%
USA Medium sweet and bursting with summer berry fruit flavours.

£21.95

		
£29.95

1

175ML

250ML

75CL

£5.95
£6.50

£6.95
£7.50

£17.95
£18.95

£6.75

£7.75

£19.95

175ML

250ML

75CL

HOUSE RED

£5.95

£6.95

£17.95

CA NOVA MERLOTC 12%

£5.95

£6.95

£17.95

£6.50

£7.50

£18.95

£7.95

£8.95

£21.95

£7.95

£8.95

£21.95

ITALY Ruby red colour, intense winey fragrance, dry full & well balanced taste.

SPEARWOOD SHIRAZC 13%
AUSTRALIA Youthful and juicy with lots of berry fruit and a touch of spice.

DEAD MAN’S DICE MALBECC 13%

ARGENTINA Deep and vibrant with an intense aroma of plum, damson and dark chocolate.

MEDIEVO CRIANZA RIOJAD 13.5%

SPAIN A concentrated & brooding mid- to full-bodied red with a solid structure of tannin.

WOOLSHED CABERNET SAUVIGNONC 13%			£18.95
AUSTRALIA Impressive dark wine full of mint & blackcurrant on the palate

ANDEAN VINEYARDS MALBECC 12.5%			£27.95
ARGENTINA A mid-bodied, warm red with a good attack of damson & spice
aromas. Characterised by dark fruit notes & herbal aroma.

A Brazilian take on the Long Island Ice Tea
– with vodka, white rum, gin, passoa and
citrus elements, topped with lemonade.

Rancheros take on the classic
‘Old Fashioned’ cocktail.

O RANCHEROS £9.75

AUSTRALIA A dry and lively wine with some pear and spice aromas on the palate.
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MARACUJÁ CHÁ GELADO £9.95

ANTIQUADO £9.95

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE BRUT1 12.5%

HOUSE WHITE
CA NOVA PINOT GRIGIO1 12%

£21.95
£24.95
£59.95

Crushed seasonal fruits, perfectly
paired with Cachaça, the national
spirit of Brazil. Blended with Port and
orange juice, topped with berries.

ENGLISH GARDEN £9.45

A refreshing mix of gin, elderflower
syrup and apple juice, plus mint,
lemon and cucumber flavours.

ESPINHEIRO £9.45

Bramble gin and Chambord with citrus
elements and fresh berries – perfectly
poised between sweet and sour.

LA FRESA £8.95

Gin shaken with strawberry and elderflower
syrup, topped with lemonade and added
citrus elements. Summer in a glass.

CITRINO £8.95

The classic Tom Collins cocktail meets
Brazil. Tanqueray gin, dash of bitters,
grapefruit juice and citrus elements,
finished off with soda water.

GORDON’S 37.5% £3.50
GORDON’S PINK 37.5% £4.25
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE 40% £4.25
BOMBAY BRAMBLE 37.5% £4.50
TANQUERAY 47.3% £3.95
TANQUERAY SEVILLA 47.3% £4.95
TANQUERAY NO.10 47.3% £4.95
HENDRICK’S 44% £5.95
MONKEY 47 47% £6.95
WHITLEY NEIL 43% £4.50
Parma Violet; Raspberry; Rhubarb & Ginger.

MIXERS ARE
NOT INCLUDED

WINE TASTE GUIDE
WHITE WINE & ROSÉ
Scale of 1-9: 1 very dry, through to 9
dessert wine level of sweetness.
RED WINE
On a scale of A-E: A being lighter
through to E being full-bodied.

£5.75
EACH

BAHAMA MAMA £8.95

PIÑA COLADA £8.45

A tropical blend of rich cream, white
rum, coconut and tangy pineapple.

Lime juice, sugar, soda
water and fresh mint.

BAHIA BLANCA £8.95

TEQUILA SUNRISE £8.45

STRAWBERRY MOJITO

Malibu & rum with orange juice, pineapple
juice, grenadine syrup & coconut.

Blue curaçao, vodka, pineapple
juice and coconut syrup.

The classic tequila sunrise
with grenadine, tequila, triple
sec and orange juice.

APEROL SPRITZ £8.95

MARGARITA AZUL £8.45

Get a taste of summer with our
take on this classic Italian cocktail
of Aperol, prosecco and soda.

Tequila and Blue Curaçao blended with
citrus elements – vibrancy in a glass.

MAI TAI £8.95

MOJITO £8.45

Treat yourself to a Mai Tai, with
flavours of rum and orange curaçao.

The Mojito epitomises a cocktail
for a thirst that needs quenching.
Blending dark rum, lime juice,
sugar, soda water and fresh mint.

ESPRESSO MARTINI £8.95

Vodka and coffee liqueur combined with
vanilla syrup and finished with a double
espresso – sophistication personified.

STRAWBERRY
MOJITO £8.45

Strawberry brings sweetness
that complements the fresh mint
perfectly, combining dark rum,
strawberry syrup, lime juice, sugar,
soda water and fresh mint.

PORN STAR MARTINI £8.95

Combining Vodka with passion fruit and
vanilla, served with a shot of Prosecco.

CAIPIRINHA £8.50

Probably the most famous drink from Brazil.
A simple cocktail made of Cachaça, lime
and sugar – as refreshing as it is potent.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI £8.50
White rum, strawberry purée and
citrus elements. A firm favourite
for guests with a sweet-tooth.

SMIRNOFF RED 37.5% £3.50
ABSOLUT 40% £3.75
ABSOLUT 40% £3.95
Mango / Raspberry

CÎROC 37.5% £4.25
Mango / Red Berry

GREY GOOSE 40% £5.95
BELVEDERE 40% £5.95

VIRGIN MOJITO

Strawberry purée, lime juice,
sugar, soda water and fresh mint.

PIÑA COLADA
A tropical blend of rich cream,
coconut and tangy pineapple.

BAHAMA MAMA
Orange juice, pineapple juice,
grenadine and coconut syrup.

GRINGO
Almond syrup and citrus elements
blended with pineapple juice and
grenadine – light and refreshing.

LOS AGRIOS
Passion fruit syrup, citrus
elements, orange juice
and grenadine – tangy
on your taste buds.

AZEDA AMARETTO £8.45

Citrus elements blended with
Amaretto – a nutty cocktail full of bite.

CHE! £7.95

Amaretto, vodka, cranberry
and citrus elements.

BACARDI 37.5% £3.50
CAPTAIN MORGAN 35% £3.50
SAILOR JERRY 40% £3.95
OLD J SPICED 35% £4.25
MOUNT GAY 40% £4.25
KRAKEN BLACK 40% £4.25
HAVANA CLUB 7 40% £4.95

HALF

ELL’S 40% £3.50
FAMOUS GROUSE 40% £3.50
JAMESON 40% £3.95
AUCHENTOSHAN 40% £5.95
LAPHROAIG 43% £6.95
JACK DANIELS 43% £3.75
J.D. HONEY 35% £3.95
GLENFIDDICH 45% £4.95
BULLEIT 40% £5.50
BULLEIT RYE 45% £5.95

PINT

ESTRELLA DAMM 5.1%
£3.25
£5.25
RANCHEROS LAGER 4%
£2.75
£4.50
RANCHEROS BITTER 4%
£3.25
£4.95
PERONI 5.1%
330ML £3.95
620ML £6.95
CORONA 4.5% 		330ML £3.95
BUDWEISER 4.8% 		330ML £3.50
BROOKLYN ALCOHOL FREE 0%		 330ML £3.50
MAGNERS ORIGINAL 4.5%
568ML £5.95
KOPPARBERG MIXED FRUIT 4% 		
500ML £5.95

HOUSE BRANDY 40% £3.50
COURVOISIER 40% £5.95
HENNESSY 40% £5.95
XO COGNAC 40% £9.90

